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Casoli De Luca presents exhibition exploring the allure and meaning 

of gold in Italian art 

NEW YORK, NY.- An exhibition examining the enduring role and power of gold in Italian 
art, featuring the work of more than 20 artists ranging from the 14th to the 21st centuries, 
is being presented by Casoli De Luca at 8 East 63rd Street in New York. On view from 
October 25 to November 27, 2019, ORO d’ITALIA explores why gold has been such a 
compelling medium for artists through time, because of its malleability, reflectivity, and 
color, as well as its inherent value and symbolic meaning. The works range in time and 
content from Renaissance gold-ground panel religious paintings to satirical uses in 
contemporary art, and with a special focus on the seemingly oxymoronic use of gold by 
Arte Povera artists.  
 
 
 

Familiare del Boccati, Madonna and Child, ca. 1460-1480. Oil and tempera on panel, 
63,5 x 44,5 cm | 25 x 17,5 in. Photo: Daniele Molajoli. Courtesy: Casoli De Luca. 
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“We wanted to trace a narrative of Italian artistic identity through gold because of its 
timeless allure to artists and audiences,” stated gallery co-founder Sergio Casoli. 
“Sometimes sacred and sometimes irreverent, serving as a celestial background or a 
decadent highlight, gold is always beautiful and always arresting. It is no wonder that 
this material is so pervasive throughout the history of Italian ORO d’ITALIA, presented in 
collaboration with Studio Geuna, includes paintings, sculptures, ceramics, and mixed 
media works utilizing this precious metal. The show begins with a few works by 
Florentine masters of the 14th century and continues to Futurists, like Giacomo Balla. 
The core of the exhibition is a rich overview of post-war Italian art, with works by Carla 
Accardi, Alberto Burri, Luciano Fabro, Lucio Fontana, Fausto Melotti, Giuseppe Penone, 
and Michelangelo Pistoletto.  
 
“We are particularly intrigued with the use of gold in post-war art, especially Arte Povera, 
which marked a seismic shift in Italian art,” stated gallery co-founder Mattia De Luca. 
“Tracing the artistic alchemy of gold from the earliest works, in which it conjures up 
sacred space, to its recombinant use by contemporary artists, reveals that its role in art 
is as malleable as the element itself.”  
 
Installed in an intimately scaled 1878 townhouse, the exhibition includes seminal works 
drawn from private collections and loans from museums. Highlights include:  
 
• Giacomo Balla’s Forma Rumore (1913-14) is one of the artist’s only works transposed 
on gold paper and one of the first examples of Futurist experimentation in which sounds 
are rendered visually. It encapsulates Balla’s interest in observing urban reality and 
motion.  
 
• Lucio Fontana’s Concetto Spaziale (1960-61) is a rare example of high experimentation 
in his work. The famous cut at the center of the canvas, single and thoughtful, interrupts 
a dense surface of golden impasto, making the physical presence of the artist in the 
painting still well observable today.  
 
• Michelangelo Pistoletto’s Autoritratto oro (1960) captures a moment of transition in his 
artistic trajectory, utilizing traditional artistic techniques but anticipating his most well-
regarded works of figures on mirrored surfaces, which began the following year. The 
image of the artist placed on a gold background is the playful counterpart to the 14th 
century paintings in which the gold ground indicates a sacred inclination.  
 
• Fausto Melotti’s Il viaggio della Luna (1974) is a key example of the artist’s distinct 
visual language. The aerial sculpture depicts the lunar cycle in a linear narrative, as 
delicate and elegant as a musical score.  
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 L’Arte Italiana è una miniera d’oro 

La visione delle «mille luci di New York», quelle 
riflesse nelle strutture metalliche dei suoi grattacieli, 
ispirò a Fontana, che visitò la città nel 1961, l’utilizzo 
di lamiere d’ottone dorato. Dello stesso anno è un 
«Concetto spaziale» (nella foto), un taglio su un 
impasto dorato su tela, presentato nella mostra «Oro 
d’Italia», organizzata dalla galleria romana Casoli 
De Luca in concomitanza con l’edizione newyorkese 
del Tefaf (cfr. lo scorso numero, «Il Giornale delle 
Mostre», p. 41). La mostra, realizzata in 
collaborazione con lo Studio Geuna, dopo la prima 
uscita a Roma ha sede sino al 27 novembre in una 
storica Town House all’8East 63rd Street: è un invito 
alla ricerca di un «filone aureo» nell’arte italiana a 
partire dai fondi oro toscani del XIV secolo e 
proseguendo con il Simbolismo (Adolfo Wildt), il 

Futurismo (Giacomo Balla), l’Informale (Burri) lo Spazialismo (Fontana, Crippa), 
l’Astrattismo monocromo (Castellani e Bonalumi) e oltre, sino alle neoavanguardie del 
secondo ’900 e al presente. In questo itinerario sulla storia dell’arte italiana trovano posto 
un Pistoletto ancora pittore («Autoritratto oro», 1960), un prezioso nucleo di sculture di 
Melotti, l’attrazione per l’oro manifestata dal Poverismo (Kounellis, Fabro, Paolini, Boetti). 
E ancora l’oro nella sua valenza alchemica e simbolica (De Dominicis), la sua presenza 
nel sensuale ornamentalismo di Ontani, il suo ritorno nelle opere di Rudolf Stingel e Lara 
Favaretto, senza escludere, in questa eterogenea compagine, Carla Accardi, Manzoni, 
Thorel, Salvadori, Falci e Spazzini Villa.   
 
 
 

 
 
 

@ Fotografia di Daniele Molajoli 
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Why Have Italian Artists Had a Centuries-Old Fascination With Gold? 
A New York Exhibition Provides a Clue 

 
 

Casoli De Luca Gallery opened an Upper East Side pop-up exhibition this 
November. 

 

This month you can add another another stop on your Upper East Side art viewing 
itinerary: Rome’s Casoli De Luca, the young gallery venture between dealers Sergio 
Casoli and Mattia De Luca, has opened a pop-up space in a 63rd Street townhouse 
this month.  
 

 
 

Installation view of "ORO d'ITALIA" at Casoli De Luca, New York. Photo: 
Dario Lasagni, courtesy of Casoli De Luca. 

4 NOVEMBER 2019 / BY KATIE WHITE 
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“ORO D’ITALIA” (“Italian Gold”) is a gilded journey through 
Italian artists’ centuries-long fascination with gold. 
Intermingling works by the likes of Rudolf Stingel and Jannis 
Kounellis with 15th-century religious scenes, the show is a 
reflection both of Italy’s rich cultural history and its changing 
social, political, and religious realities. 
 
The exhibition is a new version of one hosted at the Rome 
gallery this summer, but with a few notable changes. While 
the gallery has brought over exhibition highlights from the 
first show like Jannis Kounellis’s Untitled (2003) and Fausto 
Melotti’s Kore (1958-59), fans of the Met Breuer’s Lucio 
Fontana exhibition will be pleased to know that the gallery 
has added a number of the artist’s ceramics to the mix.  

 
 “Many of the artists in the 
exhibition have had a 
relationship with this city. Between 1947 and 1965, Lucio 
Fontana produced a rare series dedicated to New York, 
executed on metallic surfaces,” said the dealers. “He 
traveled to New York in November 1961 to attend the 
opening of his first solo exhibition at Martha Jackson 
Gallery and was immediately captivated by Manhattan’s 
skyline.”  
 
Along with these works, the gallery has also included a new 
selection of gold-ground panel paintings that illustrate the 
religious uses of gold during the Renaissance. 
Why New York? Casoli and De Luca say that the venue 
creates the opportunity to introduce a new narrative on 
Italian artistic identity for American audiences. And why       
gold?  “Gold is a wonderful excuse to represent the style 
and taste of Italian art,” Mattia De Luca rightly summed up.  

 
 
 
 
 
“ORO d’ITALIA” is on view through November 23, 
2019, at Casoli De Luca’s New York pop-up at 
8 East 63rd Street New York.  
Hours are Monday–Saturday, 10 a.m.–6 p.m.  
 

 

Familiare del Boccati Madonna and 
Child (circa 1460-1480). Courtesy 
of Casoli De Luca. 

Jannis Kounellis, Untitled 
(2003). Courtesy of Casoli De 
Luca. 
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30 OCTOBER 2019  
 
 

GALLERY EXHIBITION:  
“ORO D’ITALIA” 

OCTOBER 25 - NOVEMBER 27, 2019 
 
Casoli De Luca presents its first US 
exhibition ORO d’ITALIA, examining the enduring 
role and power of gold in Italian art and featuring 
the work of more than 20 artists ranging from the 
14th to the 21st centuries. The exhibition explores 
why gold has been such a compelling medium for 
artists through time, because of its malleability, 
reflectivity, and color, as well as its inherent value 
and symbolic meaning. The works range in time 
and content from Renaissance gold-ground panel 
religious paintings to satirical uses in 
contemporary art, and with a special focus on the 
seemingly oxymoronic use of gold by Arte Povera 
artists. 
 
ORO d’ITALIA, presented in collaboration with 
Studio Geuna, includes paintings, sculptures, 
ceramics, and mixed media works utilizing this 
precious metal. The show begins with a few works 
by Florentine masters of the 14th century and 
continues to Futurists, like Giacomo Balla. The 

core of the exhibition is a rich overview of post-war Italian art, with works by Carla 
Accardi, Alberto Burri, Luciano Fabro, Lucio Fontana, Fausto Melotti, Giuseppe Penone, 
and Michelangelo Pistoletto. 
 
 

Lucio Fontana, Concetto Spaziale, 1961,  
oil painting and graffiti on canvas,  

Photo Credit: Daniele Molajoli,  
Courtesy: Casoli De Luca 


